You rev up the room by bringing coffee to a meeting

Collect 2 Tokens

You are the peacemaker on contentious issues

Collect 2 Tokens

You steer the group through a show stopper

Collect 2 Tokens

You send out meeting agendas and information in advance

Collect 2 Tokens
You let everybody have their say

Collect 2 Tokens

You know how your SDO works

Collect 2 Tokens

You set up a social event for fun and building relationships

Collect 2 Tokens

You organize a lunch for your committee members

Collect 2 Tokens
You play well with other committees

Collect 2 Tokens

You seek out and invite relevant stakeholders

Collect 2 Tokens

You are a well-oiled machine and connect regularly with your people

Collect 2 Tokens

You take a straw poll to get a read on the room

Collect 2 Tokens
You rock Robert’s Rules

Collect 2 Tokens

You ask for help and share the workload

Collect 2 Tokens

You take new participants under your wing

Collect 2 Tokens

You set reasonable goals and expectations

Collect 2 Tokens
You help the group reach consensus on a challenging topic
Collect 2 Tokens

You head off problems at the pass and work to find areas of agreement
Collect 2 Tokens

You make new participants feel welcome
Collect 2 Tokens

You are not shy about using SDO staff
Collect 2 Tokens
You give shout outs to recognize individual contributions

Collect 2 Tokens

You keep the meeting environment positive and productive

Collect 2 Tokens

You mentor a new member for a leadership role

Collect 2 Tokens

You engage committee members in meaningful ways

Collect 2 Tokens
Your committee operates according to SDO policies and procedures

Collect 2 Tokens

Your nominee wins a leadership award

Collect 2 Tokens

You take online SDO training for Committee Leaders

Collect 2 Tokens

You promote open committee slots to maintain balance of interests and openness

Collect 2 Tokens